Join the International Statistics on Vacuum Technology (ISVT)
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The Vacuum Statistics Program
ISVT
The most comprehensive statistics program on Vacuum Technology today.

Advantages at a glance
- Most detailed and comprehensive statistics data
- Developed by vacuum technology experts
- Comprehensive classification with 50 product categories over six regions
- Covering real statistics, not estimated market volumes
- Reports are company-specific and cover your products and markets
- Never out-of-date due to continuous reporting and quarterly updates
- Exclusive partnerships with leading industry associations like SEMI.org
- Safety and confidentiality of the data are most important
- Proven quality of an “insider” statistics program, refined since 2001

Key Features
- Established in 2001 – many years of experience and proven quality
- Developed in cooperation of the three major associations
- Sales data is collected every quarter of the year on multiple levels by:
  - Product
  - Vacuum Market
  - Region
- Exclusive outlook into the development of the vacuum technology market
- The quality of the statistics is monitored by a quality committee
- Easy and fast web-based reporting and analysis as of 2020

Your data is save
- Confidentiality is guaranteed
- Individual members data will not be shown
- Market share conclusions are not possible
- External interest groups have strictly no access
- Reporting and communication is aligned with Antitrust policies

Advantages at a glance
- Quarterl Report covering the worldwide sales data in detail over
- 50 product categories,
- nine vacuum markets and
- six regions of the world
- Condensed Analysis on all
- vacuum markets and
- regions of the world
- Business Climate Indicator (BCI) every six months

Reports
- Vacuum Product Categories
- Vacuum Markets
- Vacuum Regions
- Key Features
- Your data is save

Member benefits
- You are part of an international circle of experts in vacuum technology
- You have exclusive access to information and data, not available elsewhere
- You are invited to participate in the annual ISVT Working Group Meetings
- You have access to the consolidated (worldwide) data for every product category
- You get an exclusive outlook into the future via the Business Climate Indicator
- You get additional analysis like a Long-Term Index (beginning 2006)
- You get free-of-charge promotion in every new print of the ISVT Buyers Guide